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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers has a trigger on the Order object to update the parent Acount with the date and time of the last
closed Opportunity. An integration that inserts orders for the high-volume customers is failing periodically, with no
obvious pattern to the timing of failures. 

What could be the cause of this issue ? 

A. The trigger is failing Unit Tests that access the new data. 

B. API limits being limited. 

C. Data skew is causing record locking issues on the Oder Share object. 

D. Record locking contention on the parent Account. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers has a requirement to update the Salesforce Account object any time the corresponding account is
updated within their financial system. 

Which three Salesforce capabilities should the Architect consider? 

A. Partner WSDL because of a requirement to utilize SOAP-based web services. 

B. Partner WSDL because of a requirement to dynamically inspect field names during runtime. 

C. Streaming API because of a requirement to dynamically inspect field names during runtime. 

D. Enterprise WSDL because of a requirement to utilize SOAP-based services 

E. Partner WSDL because of a requirement to utilize REST-based web services 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal containers merges with planetary shipping both companies use Salesforce for order processing and they
decide to consolidate for processes. universal containers has well-established channels for receiving orders, so they
decide to use Universal containers org for receiving and pre-processing of orders and Planetary Shipping\\'s org for
processing and fulfillment of orders. 

What is the best way to integrate the business processes of the companies? 

A. Use Apex callout to push orders from universal Containers to Planetary Shipping 

B. Use salesforce-to-Salesforce integration between Universal containers and Planetary shipping 

C. Use Outbound messages to send orders from Universal Containers to Planetary shipping. 
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D. Use a Middleware tool to pull orders from Universal Containers and push to Planetary Shipping. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers has a back-end ordering system that restricts access on a per-user basis, it was determined that a
"Named Credential" will be used to allow per-user identity type access for all integration with the system. One of the
requirements is to have order information sent to the system when the status changes to "Confirmed". 

Which two valid integration scenarios can take advantage of such a security setup? 

A. Order information sent to the system via outbound message with session ID. 

B. Order information sent via a Visualforce page with an Apex callout. 

C. Order information inserted or updated via Salesforce Connect: OData 2.0. 

D. Order information sent via process builder via invokable method/future method callout. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers has a requirement for all accounts that do NOT qualify for a business extension (Custom field on
the account record) for the next month to send a meeting invite to their contacts from the marketing automation system
to discuss the next steps. It is estimated there will be approximately 1MilIion contacts per month. What is the
recommended solution? 

A. Use Batch Apex. 

B. Use Time-based workflow rule. 

C. Use Process builder. 

D. Use Trigger. 

Correct Answer: A 
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